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Summary of Feedbacks 
 

 

EDITORIAL VISITS – UKRAINE 

September 10-15, 2013 during Publishers Forum 

 
The participants were kindly asked to complete anonymous evaluation forms after the 

seminar. 13 forms were fulfilled and submitted. The processed and summarized feedbacks are 

given below: 

 

1. Overall, do you find the editorial visits in Ukraine useful for you? 

YES / NO 

 

 

2. Was it the first visit to Ukraine? 

YES / NO 
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3. Was the experience useful? 

Not 
satisfied 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Satisfied 

 

 

4. How do you evaluate the editorial visits' activities? 

Not useful at all 
Interesting, but not 

useful 
Useful and 
interesting 

Very useful and 
interesting 

 

a) Meeting with publishers: 
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b) Meeting with authors: 

 

 

c) Translations discussions: 

 

 

Additional comments: 

- Keep working with the region to help to translate tasks and editorial help; 

- I was in Lviv regarding their city of literature bio so was interested in 
arts/literature strategy and exchange rather than just in publishing; 

- Ukraine should prepare to be guest of honour of book fairs in Frankfurt, London, 
Paris, Guadalajara; 

- I participated in meetings of Ukrainian publishers with Pierre Astier. All types of 
meetings were useful and complemented each other: professional communication 

with publishers contributed to better understanding of their publishing policy, 
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personal acquaintances with authors added personification to a general picture of 
contemporary Ukrainian literature and a deep analysis of the state of affairs in the 

translation industry allowed to compare the state of translations from and to French 
with other languages.  

- For me the most interesting thing was the choice of foreign critics and journalists. 
We had a possibility to communicate (work of translators was good), to discuss plans 
for the future and  to exchange contacts, to provide our authors with a possibility to 
communicate and hold meetings that is important for their promotion, especially for 

the promotion of young writers such as Liubko Deresh.  

- Meetings were useful, productive, necessary, but in addition to pure informational 
visits, concrete results such as signing agreements about translations, publishing 

communication materials, reports will also be effective.  

- We had a conversation with a literary agent who works for the French market which 
is interesting but at the same time closed and difficult enough. Hope the 

conversation will have practical outcomes. 

 

5. What was the most useful thing for you in the Editorial visits? 

 

- Meeting with authors and publishers and discovering new market for me; 

- Contacts from Ukraine; 

- To meet people in person not just email; 

- Meeting with publishers, meeting with authors that were improvised; 

- Discussions about translations; 

- Meeting with writers, critics and young people, who are interested in literary 
criticism; 

- Possibility to communicate with one of a few French book professionals, who are 
interested in Ukrainian literature and have interesting thoughts about concrete steps 

that can be taken soon; 

- Individual meetings; 

- Meeting with Pierre Astier and the possibility to introduce him to Andrii 
Kokotiukha, who already is in the catalog of the Agency represented by Pierre Astier; 

- Meeting with editors, mass media and translators of Ukrainian literature. These 
meetings allowed to introduce my works, to communicate about a wider background 
of literary processes in nowadays Ukraine, difficulties and perspectives of creativity 

and book publishing, to start or to continue a cross-cultural dialogue, to discuss 
peculiarities of modern translation from and into Ukrainian;  

- Communication with foreign guests who already are in the Ukrainian context and 
have information about Ukrainian book market and its perspectives; 

- Meetings with publishers at the book fair; if it was possible to meet someone from 
the editors or someone in charge to talk about selling and buying rights; 
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- The need for such editorial visits is evident. This is the first and very necessary step 
towards integration of Ukrainian publishers into the world book publishing process. 

But due to other events at the Forum I didn’t have enough time to communicate with 
foreign colleagues a lot; 

- For me as for a publisher the most useful thing was the possibility to speak and get 
a piece of advice from publishers and literary agents  about the world main 

publishing trends, new technologies, reading preferences of Europe and North 
America in comparison with those of post-Soviet states, new trends in books design. 

 

6. Kindly mention three practical outcomes of the experience you have gained 
during editorial visits in Ukraine? 

- New contacts, new interesting market; 

- Discovered Ukrainian lit. authors, planned future meetings in Frankfurt for 
cooperation, inviting authors to lit. festival; 

- I know much more about Ukrainian writers those from Lviv, I can support the city of 
literature bio, now I know Lviv, made good contacts; 

- Discover the book market of Ukraine, several authors (met already in Ukraine), act 
more and more inside Europe; 

- Direct communication with actors of book industry, review of Ukrainian book 
market; 

- New acquaintances, some insight into Ukrainian literature and culture, an offer to 
translate my book into Ukrainian; as for me, I will suggest some new Ukrainian 

translation to Polish publishers;  

- Personal presentation of my own catalogs to publishers and agents allowed them to 
pay attention to those precise points which satisfy their interests that means opening 

a real way to translations; new international contacts through personal 
communication; realizing a real state of affairs and problems which exist in 

translation industry in Ukraine and other countries;  

- Possibility to hear about book industries of big European countries, to tell the 
specialists about the achievements of my own publishing house and to hear 

professional comments; 

- Establishing personal contacts to be developed at future international fairs; foreign 
guests got a positive impulse and saw reading Ukraine; such discussions are very 

perspective and should be developed. 

- Such visits allowed to express my opinion on the state of affairs and trends in 
modern literature and culture, to attract attention to its diversity, to discuss certain 

aspects of my creativity, to confirm the importance of a long-term cross-cultural 
dialogue;  

- New contacts, interest of foreign participants in Ukraine, spreading info about 
Ukraine in the international professional environment; 
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- Direct contact with publishers and their interest towards Armenian literature, my 
interest towards Ukrainian literature and willingness to find publishers in Armenia to 

publish Ukrainian literature, new ideas on organizing festivals and seminars for 
literary critics and journalists;  

- Start of overcoming informational isolation by Ukrainian market, informational 
interpenetration, private contacts which open possibilities for further cooperation; 

- Getting new info from West and post-Soviet space, transmitting new info about my 
publishing house to West and post-Soviet space, hints at possible joint projects. 

 

7. To what extent are your satisfied with the logistics of the editorial visits? 

Not 
satisfied 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Satisfied 

 

 

 

Additional comments: 

- I'd like to have more organized meeting with publishers, organizers, authors; 

- It needs to be more concrete, oriented on result. Participant should be prepared earlier for 

the subject of meeting, book fair director can be more involved in the process of 

bookplatform; 

- The volunteers are excellent. A contact sheet would be good – names/email info of those on 

this visit. A Ukrainian author sampler in English - I was given one. This is fantastic! 

- See previous comments on Book Fairs. I could have had more appointments with publishers; 

- Do invite Ingimer Nilsson (2244) and other publishers or agents; 
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- Thank you for the attention to the invited people. I hope that our participation was also 

interesting and useful for the Forum; 

- Help of volunteers was very useful. These girls were brilliant. I wish I could have more time 

to get to know all the members of the invited group of the program participants. Many 

thanks to Amalia for her work;  

- Despite some misunderstanding at the beginning (we did not find the room, incorrectly 

calculated time and were late), all meetings were held as it was announced. In my opinion, 

some general meeting-presentation of Ukrainian literature and the most interesting authors 

or a round-table meeting of all participants according to the results of personal meetings 

during the Forum would be useful and interesting.  

- The program is wonderful, but together with other events it is too busy. Not enough time 

for individual meetings, and the place at the stand of the Polish Book Institute is successful. I 

would like to have the record of lectures and round-table meetings which I didn’t have a 

possibility to visit, to involve more mass media, especially the specialized ones, to have some 

feedback from foreign colleagues, to organize next project not within the Publishers’ Forum 

in order to have enough time to visit the events;  

- Logistics and planning started in advance. The division of coordinators' duties for foreign 

guests and Ukrainian publishers and authors was correct. Coordinators solved all problems 

before the editorial visits. The choice of venue for discussion was successful. It’s worth 

placing foreign guests closer to the Palace of Arts to avoid problems with being late for the 

meetings; stronger emphasis can be made on leading editors and publishing houses; in 

addition to a final meeting, organizational meeting can be held; more active mailing with 

participants to determine their main interests would be good. 

- Volunteers’ escort for foreign guests to the places of meetings would be useful. It is 

relevant to combine editorial visits with workshops to discuss creativity and especially 

translations in detail, to organize something a kind of a translation laboratory, to combine 

individual meetings with authors’ performances. Three-party format of communication with 

publishers involved would be better than the two-party one. Interviews and reviews 

published in the mass media and literary resources could be the concrete results. 

- Continuation of such events in the future; inviting more editors of publishing houses; a 

separate venue for negotiation (such as during the Paris Salon and the International Book Fair 

of Torino) 
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No convenient location for meeting with publishers. I would recommend to offer more 

organized meetings, though I was able to meet more than 15 publishers, on my own 

initiative, though not all the editors or publishers were available at the stands and I had to 

contact them additionally and request a meeting time.  

For the future I would advise organizers to send requests to the publishing houses concerning 

their needs for negotiating with certain publishers, translators, lit.agents. It also seems 

necessary for me to speak more about general peculiarities of Western European market that 

can be interesting for further cooperation. Ukrainian publishers should realize which 

practical steps they must take to interest foreign publishers.  

I liked the experience, it should continue. The volunteer with a literary agent from Armenia 

worked very well. Apparently, it is not true of others. It is necessary to conduct training for 

volunteers; logistics of meetings and staying of foreign publishers and lit.agents should be 

more thoughtful. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


